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Last August, as Hong Kong braced for one of the strongest typhoons in its history, Jose Ramundo M. Gabriel was on a footbridge in North
Point, searching for something, anything, that could serve as a roof over his fold-up bed.

Gusts of wind shook the makeshift shacks where, nearby, seven or so men hunkered down, hoping their walls would hold up against the rain.

Except Gabriel, all were native Hongkongers and communicating was tough — the group knew as little English as Gabriel knew Cantonese.

But his plight was like their own. So when he showed up that day — after being found by a friend wandering the streets with nowhere to stay
— he was treated with kindness, and given a place to sleep.

As the rain soaked Gabriel’s clothes, one of the group stepped in with the remains of a discarded tent. Together they jerry-rigged a shelter.

“Everything was like really Pying around, plywood, all kinds of stuQ,” he recalled of the storm.

“The streets were empty, there was nobody, hardly anybody on the streets, hardly any vehicles moving. It was a really scary scene.”

Typhoon Hato was the fourth hurricane assigned the “t10” warning — the highest possible — to hit Hong Kong since Gabriel arrived in the
city from the Philippines 38 years ago. It was the Xrst he’d faced without a home.

Until recently, the 61-year-old was one of the city’s “registered street sleepers,” a category of people that’s grown 51 percent in Xve years,
according to o\cial Xgures released this month.

And he’s one of the lucky ones.

After 11 months of sleeping rough, he was found by ImpactHK, an NGO that has recently opened a homeless center called the Guestroom,
which in November helped him oQ the streets and into a small apartment.

Jose Ramundo M Gabriel with his guitar. Photo by Vicky Wong.

Such groups say they Xnd themselves on the front line of a worsening problem. According to o\cial numbers, there are 1,127 people living on
the streets. Charities, however, argue the number is closer to 2,000, and fear it could grow.

Driving the trend up, they say, is a combination of skyrocketing rents, poor housing conditions, long queues for public housing, and time
limits on residence at homeless shelters.

Against this backdrop are the stories of Hong Kong’s homeless, each case a mix of conscious choices and unforeseen circumstances.

For, Gabriel, a musician by trade, it started with the onset of diabetes seven years ago. Slow to seek treatment, his deteriorating health made
getting to performances di\cult. His money short, he could no longer care for his son, now 6 years old, who was sent to live with a charity.

Finally, he found himself on the Tong Shui Road footbridge, as Hato ripped through Hong Kong.

Though exposed to the elements, he says the bridge was a shelter of sorts, a place away from judgement and juggling bills to “reset and
regroup” while he waited for social welfare support.

But the toll of being homeless, he says, is not about just physical security, but weathering the psychological storm of destitution.

“I would get so angry, I would be really clawing the wall,” he recalled. “I was poor as a rat; I had no money, all I had were my documents in my
backpack, that was it. I had no clothes, nothing, and I lost everything.”

A walkway in Tung Chau Street Park in Sham Shui Po is home for at least 10 people who have nowhere else to go. Photo by
Vicky Wong.

‘Services, but no policy’

In almost 30 years of working with Hong Kong’s homeless, Ng Wai-tung has witnessed many fall between the cracks.

What he hasn’t seen, he says, is any change in attitude by authorities as the gaps get wider.

“It’s a big problem,” says Ng, a social worker for the Society for Community Organization (SoCO), who adds the government has “services
but no policy.”

“The homelessness situation is where it is now because the government doesn’t want to deal with it.”

As property prices and rental costs skyrocket in what has become the world’s most expensive real estate market, the government has pledged to
build more public housing to meet the growing demand as more residents slip below the poverty line.

Two men getting ready to call it a night at Tung Chau Street Park. Photo by Vicky Wong.
But hamstrung by the city’s perennial land shortage, o\cials have conceded they’re unlikely to meet their target.

As the shortage worsens, waiting times for state subsidized housing have ballooned to their longest in almost two decades, according to
Housing Authorities Xgures released just last week.

Families face an average wait times of Xve years and one month for public housing. For elderly residents, meanwhile, the average wait is two
years and nine months to get subsidized accommodation.

For people not in these two categories (families and elderly residents are prioritized under the Housing Authority’s Quota and Points system)
the wait can be much longer.

According to the Xgures, of 272,300 current applicants, about half (56 percent) were families, and the rest were single, non-elderly applicants.

While SoCO has supported a legal challenge to the QPS by two public housing applicants who argue it’s discriminatory and violates their
right to social welfare, Ng says many have little hope, with some people having spent upwards of 20 years on the list.

In the end, “Many don’t bother applying because the wait is so annoying” he said.

McRef ugees

As the cost of living in Hong Kong continues to rise, more and more people are turning to McDonalds, not for cheap food, but for a place to
sleep.

The term “McRefugee” has come to denote a growing group of people who seek shelter in the popular fast food outlets, where they sleep at
night before being ejected prior to the morning breakfast rush.

According to SoCO, there are currently at least 384 people who spend their nights at McDonalds, up from 256 in 2015 and 57 in 2013.

Among these newly homeless, until recently, was So, who began sleeping in McDonald’s restaurants last year after losing his job as a
Xshmonger.

For months, he would wait outside as late-night diners Xnished their meals. On a good day, he recalled, staQ would let the “McRefugees” enter
about 11:30pm. Each would Xnd a booth and try to sleep.

The wake up call came been 5am and 7am, as the smell of sausage egg McMu\ns and hash browns wafted through the restaurant ahead of the
morning breakfast rush.

“I wasn’t scared,” he said. “When you have no money on you, there’s nothing to be scared of.”

The 39-year-old, who asked to only be identiXed by his surname, said his downward slide was hastened by drug addiction. He fell into debt
with his family, with whom he eventually no longer spoke.

In November, he was found by Ng, from SoCO, who helped him into a homeless shelter.

Unable to return to work as a Xshmonger, thanks to an arm injury from years of wielding a cleaver, he says he’s now actively trying to Xnd
work and has applied for a job at the MTR.

“If I can Xnd work, then I’ll see if I can Xnd a place to stay. It doesn’t matter if it’s small like a cage home. I am just one person.

“Once I Xnd a job, then I can face my family.”

An ImpactHK volunteer leaves food and water outside a makeshift hut on a bridge in Mong Kok. Photo by Vicky Wong.
A life in a cage, or on the streets

Those with the money to enter the private market, often Xnd themselves squeezed into one of the city’s infamous “co\n” or “cage” homes —
subdivided apartments rented for between HK$1,000 to HK$4,000 (US$127 to US$510) per month.

The cramped quarters — often smaller than a parking space — are uncomfortable, crowded, poorly-ventilated, and stiPing, not to mention a
Xre hazard.

Currently, 200,000 people are estimated to live in such homes.

Some, says Ng, prefer to take their chances on the streets, often in makeshift shanties around the city’s footbridges, underpasses and piers.

There, under the constant threat of eviction, they sleep rough, with months on the streets punctuated by brief stays in government-run
temporary shelters, where residence is capped at six, sometimes three, months.

70-year-old Lee Tim-choi shows us where he sleeps, on a pile of towels and blankets under a walkway in Tung Chau Street
Park. Photo by Vicky Wong.
In Sham Shui Po, a sheltered walkway is home to about 15 men.

On a recent weeknight, the group prepared to bed down for another night under the concrete canopy, as a church group nearby prayed in the
nearby park and rain began to fall.

The lucky ones readied fold-out beds. Others like, Lee Tim-choi, made do with makeshift mattresses of dirty blankets and towels.

Lee has spent much of the past three decades sleeping rough around Hong Kong.

A former laborer, who covered his rent with odd jobs, he found himself unable to work after being hit by a car in 1989.

Mostly wheelchair-bound, the 70-year-old has been in and out of shelters several times. Most recently he was in an elderly care home, which he
left three months ago, saying he was upset with how the staQ treated the residents.

Lee says he’s skeptical of government eQorts to help, and fatalistic about his chances of getting oQ the streets.

“Put the thought of money in their heads and they will lie about anything,” he says.

“I’m going to die soon. [But] if your heart is good you have nothing to be scared of any more.”

70-year-old Lee Tim-choi. Photo by Vicky Wong.
Temporary Shelters and the need for ‘transformation’

A major problem, says Ng, is the time limits on government-run shelters, which mean many of the city’s homeless Xnd themselves rotating
between the facilities and the streets.

He stressed the need to increase the limit from six months, three in some cases, to at least one year, explaining the current durations were
adopted in the 1990s, a time when rent was relatively aQordable and short-term employment easier to Xnd.

Founder of ImpactHK JeQ Rotmeyer is also critical of the government-run facilities, which only allow people to stay at night.

“That’s just not a solution to anything,” he says, calling the shelters “immoral.”

Both Rotmeyer and Ng say government needs to adopt a more “holistic” approach to getting people oQ the streets, something, Ng said, like
New York City’s Department of Homeless Services, an agency that provides services like outreach, medical help, and mental health services.

In particular, Ng cites NYC’s “Housing First Program” as an example of a good policy. The scheme guarantees individuals a place to stay, even
if they’re sick or addicted to drugs.

ImpactHK founder JeQ Rotmeyer speaks holding a volunteer meeting at their newly-opened homeless center the Guestroom.
Photo by Vicky Wong.
Rotmeyer, a Canadian-born full-time English teacher, aims to oQer this type of “holistic” service through ImpactHK.

At Xrst, the charity began with what it calls “kindness walks” in which volunteers distribute food and clothing to people sleeping rough.

However, thanks to donations from individuals and corporations, it has since opened the Guestroom.

Lifting people up, Rotmeyer says, was as much about improving their mental and physical health as it is about getting them a job and a home.

“We’re not just focused on keeping people alive on the streets by giving them food, laundry and clothing, toiletries etc, we’re focused on the
transformation,” he said.

“They need a good amount of time to build up their strength, to get ready, to be empowered for a change, and there has to be a transition
period. That transition period can’t happen while they’re sleeping on a bridge, so that transition period will happen in our center the
Guestroom.”

Volunteers at The Guestroom getting ready for their weekly “kindness walk”. Photo by Vicky Wong.
The Guestroom

Located in Tai Kok Tsui on a road full of car repair shops, the Guestroom looks at Xrst blush less like a typical shelter and more like a hipster
co-working space.

Within its walls — some recently painted neon pink — can be found an industrial-sized fridge for donated food, a clothing rack with clean
clothes, a changing room, shower, kitchen and washing machine.

And, on certain nights, it provides a place for music lessons, led by Gabriel, who is among a handful of people, either homeless or living in cage
homes, who have taken up part-time jobs with the center as they work to get their lives back on track.

Recently, Coconuts HK met with Gabriel for a guitar lesson. He sat on the couch, shoes oQ, belt unbuckled, and a ziplock bag of medicine
next to him.  A nurse had just Xnished bandaging his foot, ulcerated from diabetes.

With help from ImpactHK, Gabriel in November moved to a subdivided Pat in North Point, around the corner from the footbridge he slept
on.

The charity covered his Xrst rent installment and helped him get a few gigs performing at parties but, most importantly, he said, it’s given him
hope.

“After meeting JeQ with the ImpactHK people, then I was really more convinced that, OK I’m not going to give up, there’s a chance.
Somehow, somewhere, there’s going to be a chance for me to get back, a chance for me to get up’.”

Jose Ramundo M Gabriel giving a guitar lesson at the Guestroom. Photo by Vicky Wong.
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By Coconuts Mar 1, 2023 | 2:56pm Hong Kong time

Dear Coconuts Hong Kong Readers,

As you may have noticed, we have not been updating the Coconuts Hong Kong site as
frequently as we once did. We understand that this may have caused some confusion or
concern among our readers, and we would like to take this opportunity to explain the
reason behind our reduced coverage.

As an independent media outlet, Coconuts Media has always been committed to
providing our readers with engaging and informative content that rePects the diversity
and vibrancy of the communities we serve. However, in recent years, we have faced
increasing journalistic and commercial challenges that have made it di\cult for us to
continue publishing regularly in Hong Kong.

Despite these challenges, we remain proud of the work we have done over the years
bringing you weird and wondrous stories from Hong Kong. From our extensive on-the-
ground reporting of the pro-democracy protests to deep dives into the city’s iconic food
scene to award-winning proXles of incredible individuals, we have always strived to
provide content that informs, entertains and inspires.

We appreciate all of the many fantastic writers and editors that have contributed to
Coconuts Hong Kong and all of the incredible support our readership has given us over
the years. We will still occasionally publish stories from Hong Kong that are of interest
and relevance to the rest of our readership in the region, and we hope one day to be able
to give Hong Kong the in-depth coverage that it deserves once again. 

Sincerely,

The Coconuts Media Team
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By Coconuts Hong Kong Jan 17, 2023 | 11:40am Hong Kong time

People who drive Porsches and claim to be triad members are probably used to getting
away with acting like assholes. But one of the good things about the modern age is that
acts of intimidation are rarely a match for the power of social media.

A video recently went viral in Hong Kong showing a man verbally and physically
abusing a minibus driver in an apparent road rage incident.

While it’s not clear what sparked the confrontation, the video shows the man’s Porsche
stopped directly in front of the minibus after having cut it oQ. The man angrily yells
profanities at the bus driver, brandishes a stick at him and knocks the driver’s glasses oQ
at one point. He also claims to be a triad member, which is an illegal act in and of itself
in Hong Kong. 

Passengers on the bus can be heard supporting the driver and saying they would call the
police on the Porsche driver, who eventually backs oQ and returns to his car.

The incident reportedly took place on Jan 6 in Cheung Sha Wan, a district of Kowloon.

After videos of the incident spread on social media, police tracked the man down and
arrested him on Jan. 11. In a Facebook post, the Hong Kong Police said the man had
been charged with one count of “criminal intimidation”, one count of “claiming to be a
triad member”, one count of “driving without a licence” and two counts of “drug
tra\cking”. He was reportedly found with 1.7 kg of cocaine.

The post said the man appeared in court on Saturday and would remain in custody
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The post said the man appeared in court on Saturday and would remain in custody
until Mar. 10 for his next court hearing.

Part of the reason the videos gained so much attention is that the minibus driver
involved in the incident, a 36-year-old surnamed Li, is famous for being “Hong Kong’s
most well-educated bus driver”. He holds a Master’s degree in transport policy and quit
his well-paying job as an engineer to found his own minibus company, which he also
works for as a driver.
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